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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Organizations of all kinds — from media and entertainment companies to schools, nonprofits, 

and brands — are utilizing video to entertain, educate, inspire, and persuade. Video engages in 

ways that no other type of content can.

Video can be expensive and labor intensive to produce, however — largely due to inefficient 

workflows. Teams that are forced to rely on a cobbled-together mix of general-purpose 

collaborative tools wind up spending valuable time dealing with version management 

issues, compiling and organizing feedback, and managing the review and approval process. 

Productivity suffers and projects end up late or over budget.

What’s needed is a purpose-built solution that is specifically designed to support the video 

production process and the many and diverse contributors, including pre-production staff, 

videographers, video editors, post-production staff, marketers, agencies, and other project 

sponsors. Frame.io is a cloud-based video review, approval, and collaboration platform 

designed to help creative professionals and marketers manage and optimize their video 

creation and development processes. Frame.io enables teams to securely share videos and 

other project assets with internal and external stakeholders and collaborate on them in real 

time using frame-specific annotations and comments, reducing the number of revisions and 

review cycles required. Frame.io automatically maintains a full audit trail and relieves teams of 

the otherwise onerous tasks associated with version management.

To validate the benefits of Frame.io, IDC interviewed eight organizations using Frame.io. Data 

obtained via these interviews and applied to IDC’s Business Value model shows that study 

participants are realizing significant value from using Frame.io. IDC calculates that study 
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participants will achieve average benefits of 870% ROI over three years and a three-month 

payback period by: 

• Offering their video units and teams the use of a collaborative platform that facilitates all 

aspects of video production for internal and external stakeholders

• Fostering more productive collaboration during the review and comment process, 

leading to improved end products and higher customer satisfaction

• Reducing the overall number of internal and external revision cycles required over the 

course of video development

• Increasing business revenue while better controlling costs 

SITUATION OVERVIEW
Organizations in every industry are video publishers today. Video engages people in ways that 

no other type of content can. As IDC research shows, organizations of all stripes — from media 

and entertainment companies to schools, nonprofits, and brands — are investing in video to 

entertain, educate, inspire, and persuade.

However, video can be expensive and labor intensive to produce. Typically, there are many 

people contributing to a project, including pre-production staff, videographers, video editors, 

post-production staff, marketers, agencies, business users, and other project sponsors. Project 

teams often span multiple departments, locations, and even organizations. Collaboration 

becomes a key challenge.

Alas, teams are often forced to rely on a cobbled-together mix of general-purpose 

collaborative tools and manual processes to collaborate and manage review and approval 

processes. Typically, the ad hoc toolchain utilizes email for discussions and a file sync and 

share solution to store assets and make them available to internal and external users. These 

tools are, at best, only loosely connected, however, and neither was designed with the unique 

requirements of video in mind. 

Feedback is buried in email threads, divorced from the video assets themselves, so it’s easy 

to miss important changes — especially as the number of email threads proliferates. Because 

users have no way to provide detailed feedback on specific video frames, misunderstandings 

easily arise (resulting in more email threads and review cycles). File upload and download 

times can be very long for large video files and the file sync and share solution may lack 

adequate video playback/previewing capabilities. There is no system of record and no  

audit trail. 

36% 
improvement in customer 
satisfaction

$500,000  
total renewal revenue  
gained annually

8%  
reduction in external 
spending 
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Team productivity suffers. Users wind up spending valuable time searching for the right 

versions of assets, matching versions to relevant feedback, compiling feedback from multiple 

reviewers, creating revisions, sending revisions out for review and feedback, and obtaining 

approvals and sign-offs. Then they spend additional time verifying that all requested 

changes have been made and documenting project decisions. The use of general-purpose 

collaboration tools also forces teams into an entirely “asynchronous” work pattern.

Ineffective collaborative processes result in lower team productivity and projects that 

are delivered late or over budget, or that fail to meet expectations. What’s needed is a 

collaborative solution designed specifically for video production teams.

FRAME.IO OVERVIEW
Frame.io is a purpose-built, cloud-based collaborative workflow management solution 

that enables teams to manage video projects from pre-production to post-production and 

distribution. Frame.io is used by leading media companies, brands, agencies, production and 

post-production houses, schools, governmental agencies, and nonprofits around the world  

to streamline the many workflows associated with video creation, review and approval,  

and selling.

Frame.io’s comprehensive end-to-end solution provides all the capabilities that internal and 

external stakeholders need to be productive, including:

• Secure and performant video sharing. A cloud-native solution, Frame.io enables 

distributed teams, including internal and external users, to securely share video assets 

of any size — from short clips to episodic and long-form content — with fast upload, 

playback, and download. Frame.io is TPN and SOC 2 Type 2 compliant and provides 

granular permissions. Organizations can set up private workspaces by project, and 

multifactor authentication and watermarking give content creators additional control.

• Frame-accurate video annotations and commenting and real-time collaboration. 

Frame.io supports both “asynchronous” and “synchronous” collaborative work: multiple 

reviewers can simultaneously preview, mark up, and comment on videos in real time. 

The ability to annotate and draw on individual frames lets reviewers provide specific 

feedback. Threaded comments facilitate team discussions and make it easy to capture 

comprehensive feedback, reducing the number of revisions required to complete a 

project. This empowers teams to more quickly deliver better results. 
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• Seamless integration with video editing tools. Video editing and post-production team 

members can quickly address user feedback thanks to Frame.io’s seamless integrations 

with the video editing and color correction tools they use every day, including Adobe 

Premiere Pro and After Effects, Apple Final Cut Pro, Avid Media Composer, and DaVinci 

Resolve.

• Centralized asset management and full audit trail. Although Frame.io was designed 

to address the unique challenges of video production, Frame.io can manage non-video 

content as well (it can also manage collections of assets). This makes Frame.io the “single 

source of truth” for project artifacts, versions, and feedback. Frame.io’s full audit trail is 

especially valuable where compliance with corporate and/or regulatory standards is a key 

requirement. 

• Customized video portals. The ability to share assets via branded experiences 

makes Frame.io an ideal solution for organizations that want to share their assets with 

downstream distribution partners. 

As a modern, cloud-native platform, Frame.io was developed with integration in mind.  

Frame.io offers a robust API that enables partners and customers to augment and extend its 

solution. Frame.io’s partners offer a dozen different integrations today, and IDC believes  

Frame.io has an excellent opportunity to build a strong ecosystem atop its PaaS.

THE BUSINESS VALUE OF FRAME.IO
Study Demographics 
IDC conducted primary research that explored the value and benefits of using Frame.io. 

The project included eight in-depth interviews with organizations using Frame.io that had 

experience with or knowledge about its benefits and costs. During the interviews, study 

participants were asked a variety of quantitative and qualitative questions about the impact 

Frame.io has had on their video production operations, business results, and costs. 

Table 1 presents study demographics and profiles. Organizations interviewed had an average 

of 78,912 employees indicating the participation of several large companies; average annual 

revenue was also substantial at $27.1 billion. Vertical industries represented included media 

and entertainment, business services, and information technology.
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Choice and Use of Frame.io 
The organizations that IDC interviewed described their usage patterns for Frame.io and 

provided a snapshot of their video production and IT environments. They also discussed the 

rationale behind their choice of Frame.io. 

Interviewees cited a number of factors for their organization’s choice of Frame.io, including its 

ability to better manage versions, foster greater collaboration across geographically dispersed 

teams, and support end-to-end video production processes. 

Study participants elaborated on these benefits, noting their need for:

• A comprehensive video solution: “We were basically looking for an all-in-one solution that 

allowed us to organize raw media, turn it into marketing assets for our clients, and provide a 

content delivery platform for sharing that content with buyers. Frame.io came the closest to a 

perfect solution.” 

• Improved sharing with external users: “Our number 1 reason for switching to Frame.io 

was the ability to watch video from outside the office. That’s huge. We can just send reviewers 

a link. The number 2 reason was the ability to put all of someone’s notes in one place. Email 

threads are really bad at that, and Frame.io is really good at giving us a single source of truth 

for this type of communication.”

• Easier collaboration between internal stakeholders: “We have a geographically 

distributed workforce and need to share and collaborate across multiple regions. The ability 

to upload something and share it with users in different regions is what drove us to purchase 

Frame.io. Frame.io also gives us the ability to write on the video, so people can note: ‘I want to 

change this here.’ Our editor can also go in and say: ‘I’ve done that’ or ‘I have a question about 

this.’ It really creates an environment of collaboration, which the company is very focused on.”

TABLE 1  Firmographics of Interviewed Organizations

Number of employees

Average Median

Industries

Revenue per year

78,912 7,000

$27.1 billion $2.8 billion

Range

73–500,000

$10 million to $155 billion

Media and entertainment (3), business services (3), and information 
technology (2)

 Source: IDC, 2020
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• Better version management: “We saw a lack of clarity and lack of version history in the 

post-production process. Keeping track of versions is very important for us. Frame.io makes this 

very easy.”

Table 2 describes patterns of organizational usage associated with the use of the Frame.io 

platform. Across all organizations surveyed, there was a substantial number of video projects 

involved (596) as well as individual videos (4,356) being worked on in about seven different 

locations. The number of media properties was 582, and these were engaged with 133  

external users. Additional usage patterns are presented in Table 2. (Note: All numbers cited 

represent averages.)

Table 3 depicts the types of videos that study participants are developing with Frame.io. 

All study participants chosen for the study are using Frame.io to develop videos for social 

media projects. The vast majority are using Frame.io to create marketing and promotional 

videos (88%) and branded videos (88%). After these, corporate communications (75%) and 

tutorial videos (63%) are the next most common video types being developed with Frame.io. 

Additional data is presented in Table 3. 

TABLE 2  Organizational Usage of Frame.io

Number of external users

AverageFrame.io Use Median

Number of brands

Number of media properties

Number of clients

133 100

10 1

582 300

144 100

Number of video projects

Number of terabytes required

Number of locations supported

Number of videos

596 400

4,356 3,625

5 5

7 6

 Source: IDC, 2020
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Business Value and Quantified Benefits 

IDC’s Business Value model quantifies the benefits that organizations are realizing through 

their use of a particular solution. Data obtained from IDC’s interviews with Frame.io customers 

was applied to this model to quantify post-deployment benefits. Using this methodology, IDC 

found that Frame.io customers are realizing significant value in video development.

The use of Frame.io enabled more efficient video production by facilitating all aspects of 

video production for internal and external stakeholders while fostering more productive 

development of the review and comment process. This served to reduce the number of 

internal and external revision cycles in video development and improved the ability to meet 

deadlines. In the aggregate, these improvements led to increasing business revenue and 

customer satisfaction while better controlling costs. Study participants described the most 

significant benefits:

• Strong feature set, competitive pricing, and good customer relationship:  

“Frame.io’s features for previewing and commenting on videos is very competitive. The user 

interface is modern, which is nice, too. Frame.io is a fairly new company, but we have a good 

working relationship with them so it was more price competitive per user.” 

TABLE 3  Types of Videos Developed with Frame.io

Social videos

Type of Video Percentage of Organizations

Marketing and promotional videos

Branded videos

Corporate communications

100

88

88

75

Tutorial videos

News videos

Documentaries and feature films

Long-form episodic

Commercials

Short-form episodic

63

50

13

13

38

25

 Source: IDC, 2020
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• Better ability to communicate: “Frame.io has given me the ability to communicate with my 

team in a way that I haven’t been able to before. This has really had an impact on our video 

projects.”

• Ease of use and best-in-class review tools: “One feature that we liked with Frame.io was 

ease of use. Another big feature is the upload speed is fantastic. Finally, Frame.io’s review tools 

are the best in the industry, and this makes it much easier to get user feedback.”

• Comprehensive solution; easier to justify investment: “Frame.io feels like a new category 

of software tool to us. Also, because Frame.io is an all-in-one solution, it was easier for us to 

justify paying for it.”

IDC calculated the business value of these benefits as follows: 

• 870% three-year ROI with a three-month payback period 

• 26% more productive post-production staff efforts

• 31% better turnaround time per revision, with a 25% reduction in the number of revisions 

required 

• 26% increase in the number of deadlines met and a 27% reduction in external review 

cycles needed

• 36% improvement in customer satisfaction

• Cost benefits — $500,000 total renewal revenue gained annually, with an 8% reduction in 

external spend 

Improvements in Video Development and 
Production  

Frame.io has improved the efficiency of study participants’ video teams by optimizing the 

various phases of video production. Participants reported that the platform enabled more 

productive review and comment processes, reducing the number of internal and external 

revision cycles required. Study participants cited valuable features and capabilities of the 

platform, such as the ability to produce more videos, robust collaboration and markup features, 

and improved upload times. Study participants commented on these and other benefits, 

noting that with Frame.io:

• Collaboration is much easier: “The most valuable features of Frame.io are its collaboration 

tools such as the ability to timecode, draw on videos, and share to specific users. We like the fact 
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that we’re not limited in terms of the number of collaborators. Given the size of our company, 

we can have kind of a one-off instance, and yet Frame.io makes it easy to share internally  

and externally.” 

• Organizations can produce more videos: “Frame.io make it easy to break a long video 

file into multiple, shorter files, and then allow a user to swap those out with new ones later or 

change the order in which they play. This allows us to create many more videos cost effectively.”

• Teams are better able to meet deadlines: “Producing videos and meeting deadlines would 

be a lot more stressful without Frame.io.”

• It is easier to share videos with external users: “Frame.io has made videos more 

accessible. You just send a link, download, and play. Before, it was similar but messy because 

there were permissions requirements.”

Study participants reported that their organizations can turn around videos faster and better 

meet deadlines. Table 4 provides granular data on the number of videos produced and the 

time required to produce them, pre- and post-deployment of Frame.io. As shown in Table 4, 

the number of videos produced per month increased from 103.6 to 108.6, representing a 5% 

improvement. In addition, the average time needed to produce a video decreased from 5.3 

weeks to 4.3 weeks, a 20% improvement. There was also a 26% improvement in the number of 

deadlines met. 

 

 

Frame.io has helped organizations significantly improve the effectiveness of their review 

processes. Frame.io’s frame-accurate feedback and annotations capabilities, together with 

real-time approvals, have enabled organizations to cut down on the number of review cycles 

needed. Table 5 shows Frame.io’s overall impact on video review. As shown in Table 5, the 

number of internal review cycles needed per video showed a 25% improvement, while external 

review cycles showed a 27% improvement.

TABLE 4  Frame.io Impact on Video Production

Number of videos produced per month

Before
Frame.io Change

Average time in weeks to produce a video

103.6 5

5.3 1.1

With
Frame.io

108.6

4.3

Improvement
with Frame.io (%)

5

Percentage of video project deadlines met 60 1676 26

20

Source: IDC, 2020
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Figure 1 drills down further on metrics associated with video revision. As shown in Figure 1, 

study participants reported that the use of Frame.io improved turnaround time per revision 

(31% faster) and cut down on the total number of revisions (25% reduction). 

Improvements in Video Production Team 
Productivity 
The next performance area that IDC evaluated was team productivity. Study participants 

reported that their video production teams were much more efficient in producing videos with 

Frame.io. As shown in Table 6, teams using Frame.io were 28% more efficient in terms of gross 

productivity, translating into an annual business value of $360,000. 

TABLE 5  Frame.io Impact on Video Review Cycles

TABLE 6  Frame.io Impact on Video Production Team Productivity

Number of internal review cycles needed 
per video

Number of external review cycles needed 
per video

4.4 1.1

5.6 1.5

3.3

4.1

25

27

Before
Frame.io Change

With
Frame.io

Improvement
with Frame.io (%)

Video production teams, equivalent gross 
productivity (FTEs per organization)

Value of sta� time per year

18.6 5.1

$1.30 million $360,000

23.8

$1.66 million

28

28

Before
Frame.io Value Change

With
Frame.io

Productivity
Gain (%)

Source: IDC, 2020

Source: IDC, 2020

FIGURE 1  Frame.io Impact on Video Revisions

31%

25%

Turnaround time per revision

Number of revisions needed

(% of improvement)  Source: IDC, 2020
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The team efficiencies also extended to post-production environments as shown in Table 7. 

Overall productivity for post-production teams, measured in FTEs per organization, improved 

26%, resulting in an annual business value of $300,000. 

Productivity Improvements in Other Teams  
As reported by study participants, the efficiencies afforded by Frame.io extended to other 

teams beyond video pre- and post-production teams. The widespread use of video technology 

in today’s business environments also had significant impacts on ancillary teams including 

marketing, sales, and legal. For example, Frame.io is providing marketing teams with 

more actionable video to use in campaigns in a timelier manner. As one study participant 

commented: “Marketing teams are more productive with Frame.io because of the ability to 

watch videos and make comments. In the areas of our business where video plays a role,  

Frame.io is our go-to product.”  

Delivering Better Business Results  
Interviewed organizations reported that with Frame.io, they have improved their overall 

business effectiveness — leading to better business results. Study participants cited features 

and capabilities that were instrumental in this improvement, such as the ability to more 

easily share videos with external users, enhancing their media branding, and better revenue 

opportunities. Study participants commented on these and other benefits:

• External users trust the brand more: “Our ability to share videos securely with speakers  

and external producers helps keep the brand presentable. The secure sharing feature helps 

maintain our reputation and reliability with external people. So it helps keep external users 

trusting our brand.”

• Increased revenue: “We are able to generate additional revenue because we can get more 

[projects] done faster with Frame.io.”

TABLE 7  Frame.io Impact on Video Post-production Team Productivity

Video post-production teams, equivalent 
gross productivity (FTEs per organization)

Value of sta� time per year

16.4 4.3

$1.15 million $300,000

20.7

$1.45 million

26

26

Before
Frame.io Value Change

With
Frame.io

Productivity
Gain (%)

Source: IDC, 2020
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• Reduced external spend: “Frame.io is allowing us to use agencies less and engage  

more freelancers. We have reduced our agency spend by 20% because we can hire  

freelancers directly.” 

• Better upload times lead to time and money savings: “The improved upload times we 

have with Frame.io save us time and money for both our heavy and light users.”

Study participants reported that Frame.io has improved their ability to create and deliver 

compelling videos that resonate with their customers, leading to better business results in the 

areas of customer satisfaction (36%) and engagement (13%). In addition, organizations have 

enjoyed a reduction in external spend (8%). Figure 2 quantifies these benefits as business KPIs.  

 

As organizations develop better quality video, and do so more expeditiously, they are also 

seeing improved revenue opportunities. As shown in Table 8, the average revenue gain per 

organization was $583,000. 

FIGURE 2  Video-Related Business KPIs

36%

13%

8%

Improved customer satisfaction

Increased customer engagement

Reduced external spend

(% of improvement) n=8   Source: IDC, 2020

TABLE 8  Impact on Business Revenue

Total revenue gain per organization

Business Impact — Enhanced Video Performance Per Organization

Assumed operating margin (%)

Total recognized revenue per year — IDC model

$583,000

15

$88,000

Source: IDC, 2020
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ROI Summary 
IDC’s analysis of the financial and investment benefits related to study participants’ use of 

Frame.io is presented in Table 9. IDC calculates that, on a per organization basis, interviewed 

organizations will achieve total discounted three-year benefits of $1.75 million based on 

video production efficiencies, improved business results, and lower costs. These benefits 

compare with projected total discounted investment costs over three years of $180,600 on 

a per organization basis. At these levels of benefits and investment costs, IDC calculates that 

these organizations will achieve a substantial three-year ROI of 870% and break even on their 

investment in 3.3 months.

CHALLENGES/OPPORTUNITIES
Frame.io must contend with the usual challenges that confront innovative start-ups that are 

creating a new product category. The company is still reliant on venture capital to fund its 

operations, and although growing quickly, Frame.io is still in the early stages of building market 

awareness and a global presence. 

These challenges, however, are entirely predictable. In Frame.io’s favor, it offers a modern 

cloud platform with robust APIs (a full PaaS). It has amassed an impressive roster of customers, 

including tier 1 media companies and many well-known brands, and as IDC’s Business Value 

model shows, Frame.io’s customers are already realizing an impressive ROI. Finally, as noted 

in this study, the alternative to Frame.io is an ad hoc mix of general-purpose collaboration 

tools that provides inadequate support for video production teams. For all these reasons, IDC 

believes Frame.io has an excellent growth opportunity ahead.

TABLE 9  Three-Year ROI Analysis

Benefit (discounted)

Per OrganizationThree-Year ROI Analysis Per Video Project

Investment (discounted)

Net present value (NPV)

ROI (NPV/investment) (%)

$1.75 million $2,940 

$180,600 $303 

$1.57 million $2,638 

870 870

Payback (months)

Discount factor (%)

3.3 3.3

12 12

 Source: IDC, 2020
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CONCLUSION
Video production teams need better solutions to help them collaborate more effectively. 

Teams are often geographically distributed and span multiple roles, departments, and even 

companies; they need a cloud solution that enables them to collaborate across all of these 

boundaries. Teams need to collaborate both asynchronously and synchronously (in real time); 

they need a solution that supports coauthoring. Teams must manage review and approval 

processes, and provide feedback, on time-based media files; they need playout and frame-level 

annotation and commenting functionality. The video teams produce media files that are often 

very large; they need better performance than the usual file sync and share solutions afford. 

Finally, they need help managing versions and a complete audit trail.

General-purpose collaboration tools do not address these needs, nor can they be cobbled 

together to create some semblance of a purpose-built solution. As IDC’s Business Value model 

shows, video production teams can reap very compelling rewards — in team productivity, 

accelerated project delivery, increased revenue, higher customer satisfaction, and other key 

business metrics — from utilizing Frame.io to support the video production process. 

APPENDIX
Methodology 

IDC’s standard ROI methodology was utilized for this project. This methodology is based on 

gathering data from current users of the Frame.io solution as the foundation for the model. 

Based on interviews with organizations using it, IDC performed a three-step process to calculate 

the ROI and payback period:

• Gathered quantitative benefit information during the interviews using a before-and-

after assessment of the impact of Frame.io. In this white paper, the benefits included 

staff time savings and productivity benefits and operational cost reductions.

• Created a complete investment (three-year total cost analysis) profile based on the 

interviews. Investments go beyond the initial and annual costs of using Frame.io and 

can include additional costs related to migrations, planning, consulting, and staff or user 

training.

• Calculated the ROI and payback period. IDC conducted a depreciated cash flow analysis 

of the benefits and investments for the organizations’ use of Frame.io over a three-year 

period. ROI is the ratio of the net present value (NPV) and the discounted investment. The 

payback period is the point at which cumulative benefits equal the initial investment. 
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IDC bases the payback period and ROI calculations on a number of assumptions, which are 

summarized as follows:

• Time values are multiplied by burdened salary (salary + 28% for benefits and overhead) to 

quantify efficiency and manager productivity savings. For purposes of this analysis, based 

on the geographic locations of the interviewed organizations, IDC has used assumptions 

of an average fully loaded $100,000 per year salary for IT staff members and an average 

fully loaded salary of $70,000 per year for non-IT staff members. IDC assumes that 

employees work 1,880 hours per year (47 weeks x 40 hours). 

• The net present value of the three-year savings is calculated by subtracting the amount 

that would have been realized by investing the original sum in an instrument yielding a 

12% return to allow for the missed opportunity cost. This accounts for both the assumed 

cost of money and the assumed rate of return.

• Further, because IT solutions require a deployment period, the full benefits of the solution 

are not available during deployment. To capture this reality, IDC prorates the benefits on a 

monthly basis and then subtracts the deployment time from the first-year savings. 

Note: All numbers in this document may not be exact due to rounding.
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